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 The Japanese lore holds that sitting on a 
certain rock bestows permanent youth.
 The Seasoned Mind’s art and stories are 
to entertain, stimulate, perhaps–rejuvenate 
its readers.
 This number’s theme–
            “Happiness at 80”
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 As I turned 80, I realized I 
was still carrying a picture from 
my 10-year-old mind of what 80 
looked like. Not like forming 
myself to fit that picture, but 
more like wondering why I 
didn’t. And that is perhaps an 
answer to my general happiness. 
I learned early from my excel-
lent parents that I could choose 
who and how I wanted to be, 
and added through my own ex- 
perience that I was limited only 
by my own imagination to what 
that becoming would be. And it 
was with some sense of wonder 
that I find myself lucky to have 
few complaints: arthritis in my 
once very agile artist’s fingers is 
the worst of it.

 I used to say that what I wan- 
ted most was to be able to awa-s 
ken each morning and let the 
day tell me what it wanted of 
me. The great advantage of 
attaining what is currently Ca-  

Happiness Quotient (HQ) at 80 by Alexandra Hart

Happiness is a many-splen-
dored thing, as it shifts focus 
from one happiness to ano- 
ther. Even if blue days—per-
haps I should say a “blue                                              
daze”— peeps around a cor- 
ner, it becomes a part of the 
overall happiness of my pre- 
sent moment. And that sug- 
gests the source.

 Yes, at the source is the 
capacity—at last!—to live in the 
moment. This capacity has sim- 
ply fallen over me, along with 
the loss of precise memory re- 
call. I can let go of beating 
myself up for getting a meet-
ing time written down wrong, 
being unable to finish telling 
a story because the essential 
noun won’t surface, or not 
being able to complete an in- 
troduction between two peo- 
ple I know and love well, but 
their names won’t form on 
my tongue. 

lifornia’s life expectancy age is 
that I’ve enjoyed several years 
of mostly having that wish 
granted. There’s no longer any 
push from somewhere suggest-
ing I should get out there and 
get a job! Just as well. I’d be 
pretty hard-pressed to get one 
let alone get to it on time or 
remember that I was meant to. 
I can put a little pressure on 
myself to clean up this or that, 
then just as easily either do it 
there when the “time is right.”  
In other words, I stopped 
“shoulding” myself.

 “At the concert.” (2005)  V.D.

continued on p.3



2Editor’s note

Welcome to the “Seasoned Mind,” readers and friends. I invite 
you to submit your stories/art for the spring SM issue No.3. Let me 
introduce you to SM’s concept and guidelines. 

“Seasoned Mind” is envisioned as a honey-comb of good, meaningful 
story-writing for the readers to gather their own “honey” from them.

Markers: 1. interest, 2. entertain, 3. engage, 4. inform 5. enrich

1. The topic should be of universal interest; even a small story out of a 
limited environment can be universal and engaging, depending on the 
storyteller’s perspective and the narrative gift.

2. It doesn’t hurt if the story, or how it is told, is entertaining. Why 
should a reader stick to a dull story? Humor is an important “digestive” 
of any story.

3. A story that has an emotional impact is memorable and audience- 
building; a reader will be curious and well-disposed toward a story 
before-hand, if he recognizes the author from another moving story.

4. Embedding some particular insights/knowldge (not preaching).

5. The story, that involves us emotionally–the characters, ideas, the 
language and the world encapsulated–they all make a story memora-
ble, even if we forget the title, or the author. 

Poems or prose
 Just because poems don’t have to rhyme any more, it doesn’t mean 
they can be prosaic prose in shorter lines, or that the rhyming lines are 
poems, although without a poetic sense.

 A story told in ”honest” prose is preferred to a text called a 
“poem,” without poetic sense. What is that? It lifts your senses, where 
they haven’t been before and couldn’t have reached on their own.

 Vlasta Diamant, artist, author, editor, publisher

              Liberté–enchantée!  
 

Suggested topics for SM, No.3

1. “My proudest achievement”
(reasonable bragging rights) or

2. Your own choice of a topic

Length: 600-1,000 words

Deadline: February 15, 2020

PS. No achievement or story is 
too small.

Contents
Art: 

 Caplun, E., photography
  Jovanovic-Radosavljevic, A.  
  graphics, prints
  V. Diamant, monoprints

Prose/Poems: 
 Caplun, E. 
 Diamant, V.
 Fischer, D.
 Hart, A.
 Sexton, J. 
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Happiness Quotient, continued

continued on p.4 
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 Looking further in the cur- 
rent actuarial tables I find that 
the longest-lived entry, 87.3 
years of age, is surprisingly La- 
tinos living in Hawaii! They 
can only expect 83.2 years in 
California. I expect that being 
happy must account for living 
longer. Of course I’m only ima- 
gining that Latinos are happier 
in Hawaii than in California. 
But then they’d give me an ex- 
tra year in Hawaii, too. Look- 
ing at these tables, I’d recom-
mend against moving to West-
Virginia or Mississippi, howev-
er. I’d only be expecting 74.5 
years and those Latinos just get 
a dash (whatever that means). 
I’m a bit uncertain what it   

means, but it would not be an    
inducement.

 OK, I didn’t ask for “wo- 
men” but accepted the avera- 
ges I mentioned in the previ-
ous paragraph. This time I 
asked for Women in 2019. 
Whoa! I’ve just lost two full 
years! Apparently living in the 
Trumpty Dumpty era creates a 
great fall! However, if I move 
to Monaco, I get an extra nine 
years. So, maybe money does 
make you live longer after all!

 Another bit of my happi-
ness can be traced to having 
wonderful friends who seem 
to love me back. Or at least I 
think they do. The research 
for elders does support that      

 

E. Caplun, “The sighing hill”  

being connected to others is 
worth more in longevity than 
stopping smoking, eating well, 
or getting your exercise! Ergo, if 
I believe that my friends love 
me, maybe that’s all it takes. 
What do you think?  And in 
this new records search I find 
that my 2017 results above are 
no longer valid. Average Amer-
ican age expectation is now a 
couple of years lower, coming 
in at 78.7. Possibly I will be 
happier just not reading these.

 I definitely would fare bet- 
ter on this graph if I were 
much taller, whereas men (for 
their best age-luck) should nei- 
ther be too tall nor too short. 
Wait a minute. Once upon a 
time I measured 5 ft. 4.5 in., 
which was still in a reasonable 
longevity bracket. However, a- 
ging has made me lose a full 3 
inches! I am now in an unluc- 
ky bracket. I shouldn’t still be 
alive at all. 

 Research be damned. Re- 
turning to my purpose, I do 
find that not fretting is a high 
value for my HQ. It is certainly    
something that makes life flow 
more easily along. I have 
learned to Accept What Is as a 
fundamental aid. If I have the    E. Caplun, “Textures” 



The Next Chapter by Elizabeth Caplun
Happiness Quotient–end
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 Alexandra’s professional life, most- 
ly as a writer and fiber artist, has three 
main focal areas. Under the name of 
Alexandra Jacopetti (sometimes with an 
added “Hart”) she executed dozens of 
large tapestries for corporate and resi- 
dential settings as well as creating Folk- 
wear Patterns with two partners in the 
1970’s. It is still going strong, out of 
North Carolina under a new manage-
ment. The third is her book, originally 
out in 1974 with a slightly updated ver- 
sion in 2013, Native Funk & Flash. 
See something of that at <nativefunk-
andflash.com>.

 Summer exited the land-
scape so quietly, I barely no- 
ticed until one night, when 
the temperature dropped to 
almost freezing. The trees put 
out their finest colors, a glori-
ous symphony of gold, amber, 
crimson, against a sky still 
blue. Then the clouds joined 
in at sunset, softening the light 
to an ephemeral glow soon to 
be dispelled by darkness. I 
cherish this time of year, when 
the brilliance of flowers is re- 
placed by harmony of earth 
tones, when the sweetness of 
fruit makes room for the rich- 
ness of spices. Days shorten, 
and so does the time we have 
left to harvest memories. 

 Traditions celebrate har- 
vest, this time in the cycle of 
life where the conjunction of 
favorable environmental con-
ditions and human efforts en-    
sure survival for another year 
on earth. It is said that the 
book of life is open, and that 
we have written in it, in our 
own handwriting, the stories 
of our past. We may as well 
start writing the next chapter. 
May it contain less actions and 
more connections, less talking 
and more listening, less con- 

  

 

The Next Chapter

Happiness Quotient–end

trol and more wonderment. 
Isn’t that how you spell happi-
ness?

 Elizabeth Caplun

means to improve something, 
by golly, go for it. If not, until 
the answer presents itself, ac-- 
cepting what is has proven itself 
to me. Anxiety and anguish— 
panguish, my preferred short-
cut word for “pain and ang- 
uish”—are detrimental to one’s 
HQ for sure. They take too 
much damned energy, a  
resource that is in rather short 
supply and to be hoarded 
when possible.

 If we become wiser, as 
street wisdom implies, we just 
don’t sweat the small stuff. 
We save our energies for hel- 
ping one another, loving life 
and each other, doing what 
fits our genius and creating 
whatever remedies we can con- 
jure up that can address our 
heartbreaks.

 Oh, and when you’re alrea- 
dy happy, you’re much more 
likely to attract other happy 
people, and possibly even at-  

tract a late-life romance. I’m 
just now enjoying that new 
delight.

 Alexandra Hart

 Alexandra Hart 
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“Open!” and the sky turns soap- 
bubbles out of a child’s straw 
onto – The Big Sky,
  

 

Photography: Skyscapes, Elizabeth Caplun, text V.D
  5

“The Big Sky”

“The Deepest Sky”

“Chalked on the teal slate”

     The Deepest Sky,  
a mirror for the blue lake, 
beneath the pinegreen line 
cleaving the two blues.

      V.D.

Wipe down to the –  
Chalked on the teal slate, 
splash over into:

one lived in the country where they 
were born, or used its language in 
their daily interactions. She holds a 
BA in Communication and an MS in 
Environmental Sciences from Brussels 
Free University. In the US, her career 
in research administration and com- 
pliance took her to the University of 
California and Stanford. She has re- 
cently relocated to Bishop, California, 
to spend more time writing poems, 
taking pictures and taking the dog on 
long walks.

Elizabeth Caplun immigrated 
to the USA in 1988. She was born 
in Brazil, and grew up in France 
and Belgium. She had learned, for-   

gotten, or tried to learn Portuguese, 
French, Hebrew, English and Spa- 
nish. Everyone in her family was born 
in different parts of the world, and no 

Skyscapes
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Introducing: Artist/designer Anita Jovanovic-Radosavljevic 6

 Anita is an accomplished, dedica- 
ted graphic artist and a designer. After 
the 5-year studies at the Belgrade (Ser- 
bia) University of Applied Arts, she gra- 
duated in 2003 in Book layout, format- 
ting and book-cover design for print and 
e-books. 
 

 Her next 3 years of postgraduate 
work were devoted to Graphic Art. She 
has exhibited her work in 100 shows 
all over the world, worked for several 
publishing houses in Serbia and on-line 
clients, taught art in primary schools. 
SM is happy to present her work.

 Anita’s prints often show a flleeting 
landscape through an intimate frame of 
curtains in a train window. They seem to 
“insinuate” landscape, while the contrast-
ing prints of “The Storm” and “The Estu- 
ary” emotionally expose it.

https://anitaart79.wixsite.com/bookdesign
 http://anitaartist.weebly.com/
 http://anitaart79.wixsite.com

Memories V, deep print, 2012

Book-design: cover & formatting 

Memories III, aquatint 2011

Traces III, aquatint, 2011 Storm, mezzotint & linocut, 2006
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Anita Jovanovic-Radosavljevic–prints, continued 7

 In the corner, aquatint, 2004

Anita Jovanovic-Radosavljevic

In the tree-crown, aquatint, 2005

Estuary, mezzotint, 2007
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Forgetfulness–a Blessing by Darko Fischer (translated from Croatian by V.Diamant)

A. Jovanovic-Radosavljevic,” Memory,”
sepia, charcoal
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 Let the title not fool you. 
Forgetfulness, and not only the 
old age one, is not a calamity. 
On the contrary, forgetting is 
the man’s greatest strength. 
Just remind yourself, if you 
can, how many times you were 
offended, angry, in a black 
mood, enraged. And then this 
unlucky mood left you, because 
most of the facts connected 
with those uncomfortable cir- 
cumstances, actually you for- 
got. And if you didn’t have that 
virtue called forgetfulness, you 
would be angry at and offend-
ed by the whole world, the 
ones close to you, your friends 
as well as foes, of whom there 
would be great many. So, be 
happy that you’re forgetful.

 If you’re forgetful or you 

 

 Once on a beach with the 
family, upon returning to the 
car, I discovered that the keys 
were not in my pocket. Have I 
lost them on the beach? Not a 
disaster, I looked for my re- 
serve key. Alas, in the suppo- 
sed secret place there was no 
key. 

 My family nervously waited 
for me to unlock the door and 
drive them home, while I was 
helpless. I rushed back to the 
beach to the spot, where we 
were sitting, and where, per- 
haps, the key fell out. But in 
that spot already sat two 
young, provocatively disrobed 

A. Jovanovic-Radosavljevic, Traveling III, sepia ink

often misplace some impor- 
tant object, make sure to keep 
its duplicate somewhere, for 
instance, the key or similar 
objects, which are easy to lose, 
and you have several copies of 
made. I strictly adhere to this 
rule. My flat’s reserve key I 
hide in an unexpected place, 
easy accessible to me, invisible 
to an unwanted guest. Many 
times it came in handy.

 My car’s reserve key I hide 
in the car in a secret, but ac- 
cessible and invisible place. 
(For conspiratorial reasons, I 
cannot divulge this place, you 
could steal my car, although it 
would not be of much use!) 
The trouble is that I some-
times forget, which is that 
secret place.  
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“Forgetfulness–a blessing” continued 9

beauties. I found the courage 
to search their surroundings, 
fearful of their screaming that 
they had been attacked by a 
maniac. Of course, I did not 
find the key. I returned to the 
car desperate and then found 
the lost key in my pocket!

 Similarly, I remember, how 
in spite of my forgetfulness, 
friends often ask me: “Are you 
not bored?” I tell them: “How 
can I be bored. Half a day I’m 
looking for something, and 
when I find it, the other half I 
try to remember, why I needed 
what I was looking for!”

 I imagine how unwell I 
would feel, hadn’t I in the 
many past years forgotten the 
many small offenses, my 
friend’s slights and jabs did to 
me in our correspondence, 
which owing to such forgetful-
ness–survived. 

 A proverb says that trouble 
never comes alone especially, if 
like in this month, 13th fell on 
Friday. Otherwise, regarding 
the number 13, if you’re super-
stitious, don’t travel by plane 
in the 13th row. If you’re not 
superstitious, try to sit in the 
13th row on a plane. You won’t                          

Vlasta Diamant, Fossils: Primordial beauties, monoprint, 2006 

V. Diamant, Tuscan Airs, 2004

succeed, because in planes 
after the row 12 comes 14th 
row. There is no row 13.     

 Regarding the “Friday, 13” 
theme, my computer program 
shows that in this century the 
unluckiest years will be 2026, 
2037, 2040 and some, in 
which there will be even 3 
months, in which the 13th 
falls on Friday.  “Luckier,” for 
instance, will be 2021, 2022, 
2025 with only one month 
when the 13th falls on a Fri- 
day. This, 2019 is medium 
(un)lucky. Only 2 months, 
September and December are 
the ones with the 13th falling 
on a Friday.

 And just this September 
2019 was full of various mis-
haps. Perhaps, because it was 
exactly on the Friday, 13. First 

continued on p.10
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“Forgetfulness–a blessing,”… end 10

my car broke down. It is not 
surprising for an old model,  
which I have had for a long 
time. But after it was repaired, 
right away it needed another 
repair for the same item and 
just when I was in a hurry to 
an event, which I did not want 
to miss. I could barely coax the 
car into a parking lot, from 
where the next day, endangered 
by driving an unsafe vehicle, I 
reached the mechanic to re-                  
claim the unsuccessful repair. 
It’s been three days since, and 
the car still isn’t drivable.

 But another, seemingly  
innocuous break-down, could 
have had catastrophic conse-
quences. I was toasting bread, 

V. Diamant, “Meditation on Happiness,” monoprint, 18”x24,” 2006

 Fortunately, owing to my 
forgetfulness, I forgot a lot of 
it, so I don’t cry over the spilt 
milk. But this time I success-
fully took apart the toaster. 
And surely, you can guess what 
follows. I managed to put it 
back together and it’s working 
fine!

 So 2019 with only two Fri- 
day 13 in a month isn’t that 
unlucky. Neither is the devil as 
black as they paint him.

 Darko Fischer  

 

 

          

Darko Fischer 

Darko Fischer is a retired engineer, 
the Zagreb Technical University profes-
sor and the editor of the Jewish B’nai 
B’rith on-line magazine, bnaibrith@ 
hrdul.hr in Zagreb, Croatia–with spare 
time and humor to write his own stories. 

when suddenly it started spew- 
ing flames. I could have set 
the place on  fire, hadn’t I 
unplugged the appliance and 
by blowing extinguished the 
burning bread in it. Before I 
had thrown away this danger-
ous apparatus and bought a 
new one, I wanted to take it 
apart and put it back together. 
I delight in that special pas- 
sion of mine–to disassemble 
and assemble various apparati. 

 Trailing behind me is a 
nice collection of successfully   
and equally unsuccessfully ta- 
ken apart objects: cameras, 
locks, clocks, bicycles, radios,        
TVs, lamps, micro-wave ovens, 
computers and cell-phones.  
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Poetry of Leaves – Elizabeth Caplun & Jerry Sexton 11

My Life as a Leaf

If I lived my life  
as a leaf I would welcome 
autumn’s golden hues

and gusts of wind, yes, 
that stirs crumbling memories  
of springtime follies  

I ‘d say goodbye to 
the sycamore tree that was home 
I’d glide gloriously 

amidst twirls of dust 
over roofs, street and fences 

swirling carelessly 
towards the edge of 
an elaborate koi pond 

before landing on 
your manicured lawn 
where I’d fall prey to pitchforks 
rude indifference 

I’ll be wearing my 
gold and crimson gown, crunchy 
underfoot, then gone

turned into compost 
reduced to powdery lace 
slowly combusting

until oblivion  
underground where dead leaves 
go, but I shall be back

exquisite in green 
up high in a sycamore tree 
fluttering with the breeze

 Elizabeth Caplun
 

V. Diamant “Pungent thoughts,”        
2006

Herbie and the Far Sounds

Pity the poet who writes well in 
sadness: 
there in the distance the carousel 
swirls.

The crowds, the music, go on 
without Herbie.
Here in the steady feel of his 
verse, the far sounds impinge.

There's comfort in being down, 
if it's only then 
you feel like yourself.

The pathway goes off, meanders 
a little, with bright markers, their 
elaborate lights threaten the 
"disconnect-disconnect" mantra 
that plays long in Herbie's head.

Only in "elsewhere" does the 
carnival come to him/ he come 
to it-- happiness muted, 
invading again.
At the border of mirth, Herbie 
hesitates. 
There, in the distance, the carou-
sel swirls.

         Jerry Sexton

View from Autumn

In autumn,
we set a maple leaf
afloat in a stream,
floating orange and brown,
a dream, of hues
in autumn blended,
of summer gone,
a season ended.

And yet I know, 
as colors blend
and seasons merge,
we're not the last
to be, to love,
to have a dream,
as maple leaves
float in a stream

 Jerry Sexton

Jerry Sexton is 79 years old and 
lives in San Jose, CA. He received 
an MFA in creative writing at the 
age of 67, after returning to school 
as a senior citizen. He now has a 
published book of his poems enti- 
tled Slow Dancing to Mood Indigo, 
available on Amazon and Barnes 
& Noble.
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12The “Humming” Happiness, Vlasta Diamant

V. Diamant, “Happiness,” monoprint, 2007

 Who can nowadays or at 
any time unreservedly say: I am 
happy–the feeling, as subjective 
and fleeting as there are shades 
of blue. Everybody defines hap- 
piness depending on who they 
are, what their ambitions and 
station in life is; those who are 
happy, perhaps, have no 
thought of it–they are busy 
being it. Yet, consciously or 
unconsciously we all aspire to 
it, because what is the sense of 
our doing, if it doesn’t lead to 
happiness? Even if we are ma- 
king somebody else happy, we 
benefit, our happiness grows 
through that of another.   

 Ok, but what is happiness 
in our “seasoned” age? We’ve 

been through life-experiences 
of all colors, shades … 

 Wait, from the last, laven-
der orchid blossom, right next 
to me wafts a perfume, subtle 
and mesmerizing, like nothing 
else to compare it with; from  
two stalks of a small orchid, 
now this last bloom is giving 
its best before it withers–it de- 
pends on me, whether I per- 
ceive it and embrace it in my 
moment of happiness?   

 And this morning, despite 
a fierce humming bird chase 
around the feeder, the bully 
hummer absent, two hum-
meers at either side of the 
glass were sucking nectar in 
blessed unison… perhaps 

coalition governments are 
possible? Everything in nature 
being connected, we don’t 
know what causes what…

 Ah, yes, about happiness.* 
A creative person’s happiness 
grows the more she applies her 
skills and ideas in her work. 
Another person may not have 
to do anything.

 Sitting quietly, not wanting 
anything, stillness in and out- 
side me, and the feeling wells 
up–I’m alive, happiness.

 V.D.

*Deepak Chopra, the famous MD/gu- 
ru, the author of many books on well- 
ness, suggests that happiness is for a rea- 
son, but happiness without a reason– 
that is BLISS.  
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Born, educated in Zagreb, Croatia (former Yugoslavia) 
BA in English, Univ. of Zagreb: MA in German, Univ. of Munich/Germany
Fluid in Croatian, English and German. In 1970 emigrated to US, settled in Palo Alto, CA
Further studies in fine and commercial art, design & photography
– worked as a graphic artist in Silicon Valley electronic firms
– developed her fine art talents in jewelry, masks, and painterly monoprints 
– taught art at PA Adult School and primary schools, workshops in PA & San Jose 
– exhibited her and her students’ work at Stanford University & Palo Alto Art Center, among others 

Since high school, she wrote stories (in Croatian, later in German). 
In 1993 war & the break up of Yugoslavia drove her to write: 
1993-1995– fairy-tale/play-script for children Once Upon Skates (OUS) 
1995 – OUS > slide puppet-show performed in schools, revised and published as a color, illustrated play-script in 
2009 – OUS revised and published as illustrated play-script; slideshow >video on YT and her website–  
 applebite.works
2010 – This Really Happened, vignettes of true animal stories – for 9-12y.o & adults. 
2004 –2008 taught art to the elderly, mounted 5 shows of their work, featured in PAWeekly in 2006 and 
published elderly‘s quarterly Expressions
2015 – published memoir Socialism v. Santa – reviewed by Kirkus Reviews.  
2018 – final revision of Socialism v. Santa. Currently writing stories & 2. memoir – I’m Alive – in progress.

Vlasta Diamant – bio

Liberté–enchantée!
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